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The emission spectra from the solid–liquid interface irradiated by a pulsed laser were studied. The
solid target used in this study was graphite and boron nitride, and the liquid in which the target was
immersed was water, benzene, n-hexane, and carbon tetrachloride. The results showed strong
continuous spectrum immediately after a pulse shot, whereas after ⬇100 ns later from the irradiation
it was greatly reduced, and instead, the emission from small molecules dominated the spectra. The
line spectra of small molecules observed in the later time range indicate the chemical reaction
between the ablated species and the species originated from the liquid molecules. The intensity of
the continuous spectrum was very prominent compared to what has been observed for solid–gas
interfaces. This is due to rapid electron ion recombination or bremsstrahlung due to highly confined
interface plasma. © 2000 American Institute of Physics. 关S0021-9606共00兲70619-2兴

I. INTRODUCTION

process we may possibly be able to clarify dynamic properties of excited species in liquid, which is an important subject in the field of chemical reaction. Since the publication in
this field is very limited, we first attempted, in the present
study, to clarify the behavior of the ablation species during
the pulsed laser irradiation to solid–liquid interfaces.
Several studies have been reported on the pulsed laser
irradiation onto solid–liquid interfaces.7–11 A series of studies have been devoted to laser peening for the purpose of
materials surface processing.8–10 This technique utilizes the
instantaneous increase in local pressure produced at the irradiation spot. The pulsed laser irradiation has also been applied to solid particles suspended in liquid. Spectroscopic
study has shown a spatial anisotropy in spectral behavior.12
Also it has been pointed out that the particle size is reduced
by the irradiation,13 which suggests the emission of some
kind of species from the solid surface into the liquid. One of
the very few studies performed for the purpose of clarifying
the mechanism of the laser ablation of solid materials submerged in liquid is that by Ageev et al.7 They investigated
gas cavity formation by the particles ablated from the solid
surface into liquid, and shock wave propagation in the liquid.
The other work, we know, published on the laser ablation at
the solid–liquid interface is that by Wakisaka et al.,11 in
which product analysis of the liquid phase was performed.
By these preceding works it has been clarified that pressure
of the irradiated spot becomes extremely high, that the ablation species will impinge into the liquid phase, and that the
chemical reaction between ablated species and the liquid
molecules can occur. For the further pursuit of the reaction
between ablation species and liquid molecules, timedependent analysis of the species present at the interface will
provide important information, i.e., the knowledge on the
lifetime of the ablation species will help us consider the way
how the chemical reaction occurs in the excited region pro-

Pulsed laser ablation is a method often used for obtaining atoms, ions and small molecules from solid materials.1–3
This technique enables even the evaporation of refractory
metals and ceramics, because the energy density sufficient
for the evaporation is easily attained at the irradiation spot.
Some of the ablation species are electronically excited, and
are expected to be very reactive. Many researchers have investigated laser ablation in vacuum or in diluted gases, aiming at thin film fabrication and cluster formation.1–3 These
studies revealed that the reaction between ablation species
and the gas molecules pre-introduced in the sample chamber
is possible4–6 and gives important species for laser material
processing.
On the other hand only a few studies have been reported
for the laser ablation at solid–liquid interfaces,7 probably
because of their comparatively limited application from the
materials processing view point. However, if the ablation
species have a chance to encounter the molecules in the liquid phase without being deactivated, various chemical reactions between the ablation species and the molecules in the
liquid phase are expected, since the most nascent ablation
species are highly excited both in electronically and in translationally.
When a solid target is submerged in a transparent liquid,
the initial process of the laser ablation is an interaction of the
light with the solid target surface. This means that the state
of the ablation species at the very initial stage should be
independent from the liquid contacting the solid target, and
hence we can expect that such ablation species as obtained in
the vacuum have a chance to encounter the molecules in
liquid covering the surface. Therefore, by investigating this
a兲
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the irradiation cell.

duced by the laser ablation at the solid–liquid interface.
In this paper we demonstrate time resolved optical emission spectra of the laser ablation plasma at solid–liquid interfaces. Here we show a spectral evidence of molecular formation from the species ablated from the solid surface
submerged in liquid.
As a target material we have chosen graphite and boron
nitride. Laser ablation of these materials in vacuum or in
diluted gases has been extensively studied.4,5,11,14–23 Since
various carbon species have been observed by using graphite
as a target, the investigation of the laser ablation of graphite
in liquid would give important information for organic
chemistry of reactive carbons. Since boron nitride is a compound with the electronic structure similar to graphite, we
chose this material for another target material. Water, benzene, n-hexane, and carbon tetrachloride were employed as
the liquids.

range from 29 ns to 2000 ns. For each spectrum signal was
accumulated to obtain good signal to noise ratio.
Because of a short exposure time and the cooling to
⫺30 °C the dark count of the CCD detector was negligibly
small. However, the sensitivity of the detector and the
throughput of the spectrograph depend on the wavelength,
and furthermore, the edge of the detector is less sensitive
than the center because of the fast pulse drive of the ICCD as
well as the intensifier nature. Those were corrected by the
following manner. The spectral sensitivity of the detector
and the throughput of the spectrograph, which can be approximated by the reflectance of the grating, were corrected
by the use of the data provided from the manufacturer. The
sensitivity decrease in the edge region of the ICCD surface
driven by the 15 ns intensifying pulse was estimated by comparing the signal intensities of a certain wavelength portion
of a high pressure Xe lamp measured by various parts of the
ICCD surface by rotating the grating. By using this sensitivity factor, the intensity observed in the edge region was corrected.
Graphite used was a polycrystalline isotropic block, of
which the purity was 99.99%. Boron nitride of polycrystalline tablet was purchased from Kojundo Chemical Laboratory Co., Inc. The purity was 99%. All the liquid chemicals
employed in the present study were used as purchased without further purification. The water used in the experiments
was a distilled water purchased from Nacalai Tesque, Inc.
Benzene and n-hexane were spectral grade purchased from
Nacalai Tesque, Inc. and the purity was 99.7% and 97%,
respectively. Carbon tetrachloride was fluorometry grade
purchased from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc., and the purity was
99.7%.
III. RESULTS

II. EXPERIMENT

The 1064 nm wavelength radiation of the Nd:YAG laser
with the pulse width of 20 ns was focused on the solid target
immersed in a liquid. The energy fluence of the pulse was
⬇8–9 J/cm2 . An illustration of the irradiation cell is given in
Fig. 1. By the irradiation condition employed here, the
breakdown does not occur without a solid target. The liquid
in the cell was circulated and filtered continuously by a
pump to renew the liquid covering the target. In this way the
absorption of the laser radiation by the species produced by
the preceding pulses was avoided. Time resolved spectra of
the surface plasma emission were obtained by using a 27 cm
focal length spectrograph 共Acton Research, Inc., SpectraPro275兲 and an intensified charge coupled device 共ICCD兲
共Princeton Instruments, Inc., ICCD-1024MTDGE/1兲 as a detector. The active area of the CCD surface was ⬃900⫻256
pixels. The emission from the plasma was collected by a lens
system and focused into an entrance slit of the spectrograph.
The width of the slit was adjusted to 20  m. A diffraction
grating with 300 grooves/mm was used to record a wide
range of wavelength simultaneously. The ICCD exposure
was controlled by imposing a high voltage pulse generated
by a gate pulser 共Princeton Instruments, Inc., PG-200兲 to the
intensifier. The duration of the gate was set to be 15 ns and
the time delay from the laser pulse was varied within the

In Fig. 2 the spectra obtained by irradiating the graphite
target submerged in water are shown. Each spectrum in Fig.
2 represents a different delay time from the laser pulse. In
each figure the data accumulation number is shown. Broken
lines in the figures denote the best fit to Planck’s formula for
the black body radiation. A broad or continuous spectrum
dominated the emission spectrum up to ⬇100 ns of the delay
time, while at later times the continuous emission was
greatly reduced and the series of emission lines became
dominant in the spectra. The intensity of the spectrum depends strongly on the pulse energy fluence, and also sensitive to the surface state of the target, i.e., a small fluctuation
of the laser pulse results in a large difference in the intensity
of the emission. This means that the intensity of the spectra
cannot be compared quantitatively. However, the tendency
seen in the spectra that the broad spectrum faded out in
⬇100 ns, and that the whole spectrum disappears in a couple
of microseconds would be qualitatively correct. It should be
noted that each spectrum is a result of integrating the emission signal of the different number of the ablation events, of
which the number is stated in each figure. For example, the
spectra of the delay time from 29 ns to 134 ns were the
results of the integration of 5 shots of pulses, while those of
the delay time from 400 ns to 2000 ns were the results of the
integration of 10 shots.
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FIG. 2. Emission spectra from the graphite–water interface irradiated with a
pulsed Nd:YAG laser. Broken line is a curve fitting by the modified Planck
formula, Eq. 共A1兲. The delay time from the laser irradiation is given in each
spectrum. The number indicated in the upper left of each spectrum is the
pulse accumulation number for the data acquisition.

In Figs. 3–5 the results for the emission spectra, when
benzene, n-hexane, carbon tetrachloride were used as the liquid, respectively, are shown. Each figure has 6 spectra representing different delay time from the pulse shot. The general feature of the spectra is very similar to that in the case of
water. However, in the cases of benzene and carbon tetrachloride fairly prominent line spectra can be distinguished
even at very early stage of the emission.
In Figs. 6–9 the results for boron nitride are shown.
Figure 6 shows the emission spectra from boron nitride submerged in water. In the early stage of the emission, the spectra were dominated by continuous spectrum. In the case of
the delay time of 29 ns or 44 ns, the wavelength dependence
of the continuous spectrum is obviously different from that
of black-body radiation. The only line spectrum observed is
that at 346 nm. In contrast to the case of graphite the spectra
do not show any emission line in the wavelength range from
400 to 550 nm until 200 ns after the pulse. Later a progression of line spectra appears, as can be clearly seen in the
spectrum of the delay time of 434 ns. This structure eventually disappeared after a couple of microseconds from the
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the graphite–
benzene interface is recorded in this figure.

pulse irradiation. Figure 7 shows the results for boron nitride
submerged in benzene. The spectra in the early stage of the
emission show a prominent line spectrum at 346 nm, as in
the case of boron nitride in water. However, the spectrum in
the range from 450 nm to 550 nm shows the feature similar
to that of graphite. The spectra shown in Fig. 8 indicate very
large continuous spectrum, especially in an early stage.
However, the observed line spectra are quite similar to that
of Fig. 7. Figure 9 shows the spectra obtained from the boron
nitride-carbon tetrachloride system. This is again very similar to Fig. 8, except that in these spectra the sharp peak at
346 nm is absent even in a very early spectrum.
IV. DISCUSSION

The time dependence of the emission spectra observed
here is expected to give us important information on the
reaction process. However, the chemical species detected by
the emission spectra are limited to the species which have an
emission line in the observed spectral range. It should be
always kept in mind that we are looking at a part of the
species in the whole system. At the same time it is also the
reality that very few methods are existent which could clarify
the time evolution of the chemical species in the laser in-
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the graphite–
n-hexane interface are shown in this figure.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the graphite–
carbon tetrachloride interface are shown in this figure.

duced plasma at liquid–solid interfaces. Therefore, the effort
here should be recognized as one attempt to clarify time
evolution of the ablation species, even though the observation is limited to a part of the ablation species.
All the solid–liquid systems investigated in the present
study gave results showing an intense continuous spectra in
the early stage of the plasma emission. After several hundreds of nanosecond clear line spectra were seen for all the
cases. The assignment of the line emission spectra is listed in
Table I. It is based on spectral line handbooks24–27 and some
literatures.4,11 Most spectral lines observed here are assigned
to electronic transitions of diatomic molecules and their vibrational progressions, i.e., C2 Swan band, CN violet band,
and BO ␣ band. Contrary to the optical emission spectra
observed in vacuum the line spectra due to ions and neutral
atoms are greatly suppressed. The only ion line spectrum
observed in this study was that at 346 nm, which was assigned to a radiative transition of boron ion. However, it
should be noted that the above results of the assignment do
not necessarily mean the absence of the ions in the nascent
laser-induced plasma. We rather think that the emission from
the ions was suppressed by fast electron–ion recombination
which gives intense continuous spectra. This is discussed in

the following paragraph and also in the Appendix, in detail,
in relation to the mechanism of the appearance of the continuous spectrum.
Generally, there are several possibilities to cause continuous spectra, namely, bremsstrahlung, radiative electron–
ion recombination, the Stark broadening, black body radiation, etc.28–34 The clarification of the origin of the continuous
spectra will bring out some information on the reaction dynamics at the solid–liquid interface at which the pulsed-laser
is irradiated. Although the origin of the broad continuous
spectrum is not clear up to now, it is probably due to bremsstrahlung and/or electron–ion recombination in the plasma,
and the spectra of the larger delay time may be explained
partly by a blackbody radiation of the solid surface. Since the
discussion on the mechanism of the appearance of the continuous spectra is not the major subject of this paper, it is
described in the Appendix in some detail.
In the spectra of boron nitride–water system 共Fig. 6兲 the
presence of BO molecules becomes apparent at ⬇400 ns
after the irradiation. Since there is no oxygen source in the
boron nitride crystal, the oxygen atom in this molecule must
have originated in water. Also, in the spectra for boron nitride in benzene 共Fig. 7兲, n-hexane 共Fig. 8兲, and CCl4 共Fig.
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FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the boron
nitride–water interface are shown in this figure.

9兲, the presence of C2 and CN is shown. Similarly, the carbon atom in C2 and CN should have originated in liquid
molecules. The presence of BO or CN molecules is evidence
of the reaction between the species ablated from the solid
surface and the species originated in the liquid.
The reaction of the boron atom with the water molecule
in gaseous phase has been studied by Andrews and
Burkholder.6 It has been shown that the production of BO is
a major channel for the gas phase reaction. For the case of
the reaction in liquid the liquid molecules are most probably
involved in the laser-induced plasma, somehow, during the
laser irradiation. Since the laser intensity employed in the
present study does not result in the breakdown of the liquid
in the absence of a solid target, the very initial stage of the
excitation of the interfacial region must be the process initiated by the ablation of the solid target. However, it is possible that the highly excited ablation species penetrate into
the liquid and change the liquid properties related to the
absorption of the laser energy, or directly react with the molecules in the liquid to form a hot region where the emission
of the visible light is possible. These processes will result in
further absorption of a later part of the laser pulse, which
excites the interfacial region more strongly to form a plasma.
This mechanism explains very well the incorporation of the
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the boron
nitride–benzene interface are shown in this figure.

atoms originally in liquid molecules into the plasma. The
effects of the initial ablation species upon the absorbance of
the liquid at the interface region can be clarified by the use of
ultrafast lasers, i.e., if the pulse width is shorter than the time
scale expected for the change in the absorbance of the liquid,
the extra excitation by the later part of the laser pulse would
be avoided. Unfortunately, the experiment using a femtosecond laser source for an excitation of a solid–liquid interface
has not been performed so far.
Our results show that in the early stage the emission
spectra are dominated by the continuous spectra. If the continuous spectra are due to the radiative electron–ion recombination or the bremsstrahlung, the plasma density is roughly
estimated to be ⬃1020 cm⫺3 共see Appendix兲. Although the
characteristic ion emission lines are not observed in the spectra, this suggests that there should have been many ions in
the interface laser-induced plasma. This is pretty well consistent with the following discussion on the product analysis
in the case of graphite or boron nitride in benzene.
Product analysis was performed to ensure the further reaction between the species observed by the spectra and liquid
molecules. This experiment was performed for the graphite–
benzene and boron nitride–benzene systems. Gas chromato-
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the boron
nitride–n-hexane interface are shown in this figure.

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 2 except that the emission spectra from the boron
nitride–carbon tetrachloride interface are shown in this figure.

graph mass spectroscopic analysis was employed for the liquid after the irradiation of several thousands of laser shots.
The results are listed in Table II. Two products were observed in the analysis, toluene, and phenylacetylene. These
products correspond to the reaction of the C atom or ion 共C1
species, hereafter兲 and C2 , respectively, with benzene molecules. The results are consistent with the results of Wakisaka et al.,11 where the series of products, including the
products observed in the present study, were reported. However, our spectra do not show explicitly the presence of C1
species 共Figs. 2–9兲, contrary to the case of the laser ablation
of graphite in vacuum or in diluted gases. It is most likely
that C1 species originally produced in the surface plasma
relax into C2 or react with molecules in liquid very rapidly,
and further, the emission from these species is obscured by
the very intense emission due to the electron–ion recombination. The results in Table II show that the relative yield of
toluene and phenylacetylene is independent from the target
type. If both C1 species and C2 have been produced directly
from graphite or benzene, the relative yield of C1 species and
C2 can be different for different carbon sources, and hence,
the relative yield of toluene and phenylacetylene should depend on the carbon source. Recalling that C2 is observed
even for the case of graphite in water 共Fig. 2兲, graphite cer-

tainly emits carbon species. This means that the carbon
source for the graphite–benzene system is both benzene and
graphite while that of the boron nitride–benzene system is
only benzene. In spite of this difference the results showed
the same relative yield of toluene and phenylacetylene. This
is consistently explained, if we assume that the original carbon species produced by the laser irradiation are all C1 speTABLE I. Assignment of the emission lines.
Wavelength 共nm兲

Species

Transition

359.0
385.5
418.5

CN (⌬  ⫽⫹1)
CN (⌬  ⫽0)
CN (⌬  ⫽⫺1)

B 2⌺ ⫹ – X 2⌺ ⫹

436.7
468.2
516.1
563.3

C2
C2
C2
C2

345.1

B⫹

2s2p 1 P0 – 2p 2 1 D

435.5
470.8
490.5
521.3
548.3

BO
BO
BO
BO
BO

A 2⌸ i – X 2⌺ ⫹

(⌬  ⫽⫹2)
(⌬  ⫽⫹1)
(⌬  ⫽0)
(⌬  ⫽⫺1)

d 3⌸ g – a 3⌸ u
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TABLE II. Relative yield of the reaction products in the case of graphite
and boron nitride in benzene.

Target

Fluence
共J cm⫺2 )

no target
graphite

6.0
6.0

graphite

0.5

boron nitride

6.0

Reaction products

Relative yield

no product
toluene
phenylacetylene
toluene
phenylacetylene
toluene
phenylacetylene

1
1.1
1
0.9
1
1.1

cies, regardless to the source of carbon, namely, graphite,
benzene, or both. The C ions or atoms produced in this way
then dimerize or react with benzene molecules. By assuming
a collisional reaction which follows simple kinetics, the
branching ratio of dimerization and the reaction with benzene is only a function of the density and temperature. If the
density of the initial C1 species and the temperature are the
same for different solid–liquid systems, the ratio of the final
products should also be the same. Also, according to the
simple collision reaction, the rate of the dimerization of C1
species follows the square of the density of the C1 species,
while the reaction with benzene follows linear to the density
of C1 species. Therefore, if the density of C1 species is
changed, the ratio of the final products could be changed.
This is consistent with the results that the low fluence irradiation gives the lower relative yield of phenylacetylene.
Furthermore, the absence of C2 in the nascent plasma is consistent with the time dependence of the emission spectra,
where the C2 Swan band appears in later time regime.

V. CONCLUSION

The spectroscopic study of the laser ablation at solid–
liquid interfaces showed that 共1兲 reactions between the species ablated from the solid target and the ambient liquid molecules are evidenced by the emission spectroscopy, 共2兲 not
only the species from the solid target but also the species
originated from the liquid are involved in the interface
plasma, 共3兲 broad backgroundlike spectrum is always observed in the early stage of the emission, suggesting rapid
electron ion recombination due to a strong confinement of
the interface laser-induced plasma, and 共4兲 the ions can be
observed in the early stage of the emission, whereas molecular spectra become dominant in later stages.
The behavior is pretty different from the case of solid–
gas interfaces. The difference is summarized from the point
of view of the density of the laser-induced plasma. Both the
appearance of an intense continuous spectra and the obscurity of radiative transition of ions and atoms can be explained
by a strong compression of the emission species into a small
region at the interface, resulting in an efficient electron–ion
recombination giving an intense continuous spectra, and also
the rapid decay of atoms and ions.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we discuss the possible mechanism
causing the continuous spectra observed in our results. A
static approximation of the theory of Stark broadening in
plasma shows that the magnitude of the Stark broadening is
dependent on the type of optical transition.30 By a consideration of the sensitivity of an electronic level to the external
field, it is shown that the broadening coefficient is small for
the transition between the levels of the same principal quantum number. Since the 345 nm peak is assigned to
2s2 p 1 P0 – 2p 2 1 D of the boron ion, this is the case in
which very small Stark broadening is expected, while molecular orbitals of C2 may be very sensitive to the external
field. However, we still cannot assign the continuous spectra
only to the Stark broadening, because our results show that
weak continuous spectra still remain after the C2 Swan system or BO ␣ system has completely disappeared. This is
quite clearly seen in the case of graphite in benzene 共Fig. 3兲,
boron nitride in benzene 共Fig. 7兲, and boron nitride in
n-hexane 共Fig. 8兲. Since the Stark broadening is proportional
to N 2/3, where N is the number density of perturbing ions or
electrons,30 decreasing plasma density should cause the band
narrowing and the disappearance of the continuous spectra.
The disappearance of the line spectra with remaining the
continuous spectra, as observed in the present results, means
that the line and continuous spectra observed here originated
in different emission mechanisms. Furthermore, once an
emission band appeared in the spectra, the width of the band
remained unchanged with delay time. Since the laser produced plasma is obviously disappearing in this period of
time, and hence the plasma density is decreasing, the band
narrowing should have occurred in this process, if the Stark
broadening had been playing the major role. For these reasons we conclude that the Stark broadening is not the major
mechanism giving the continuous spectra, and something
else, at least, is present for the strong continuous emission
observed in the spectra.
In order to examine if the continuous spectra can be
described by the blackbody radiation we compared the spectra with Planck’s formula. Qualitatively, Planck’s formula
predicts that the shorter wavelength side of the spectrum
should be steeper than that of the other side, and the cooling
of the surface laser-induced plasma should result in a gradual
peak shift toward the longer wavelength direction, both of
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which seem to be against the present results. In order to test
if Planck’s formula fits well to the experimental data, a
modified formula,
n共  兲⫽

8c


4

1
e

hc/kT

⫺1

共A1兲

was used, where n() is the spectral density of the photon
number as a function of wavelength , T is the temperature
of the emitter, c, h, and k are the speed of light, Planck
constant, and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The reason
why the modified formula was used was that the CCD detector does not measure the irradiance in the unit of W cm⫺2 ,
but counts the number of the photons entering into each
pixel. The best fit curves are plotted by broken lines in Figs.
2–9. It is obvious that at least in the early stage of the emission, Eq. 共A1兲 does not fit well. The large continuous spectra
observed in the early stage cannot be described by the blackbody radiation. However, the fit becomes pretty well in the
later stage of the emission. In this time range the thermal
equilibrium at the target surface was attained and then the
emission from the solid surface might have behaved like a
blackbody. For the case of boron nitride in n-hexane with the
delay time of 1000 ns 共Fig. 8兲, the temperature obtained from
the fitting was 3631 K.
When electrons and ions encounter in plasma, it is possible to emit spectrally continuous radiation by the bremsstrahlung or/and radiative recombination process. The former
process is characterized by a free final state of the electron
while the latter by a bound final state. Although these processes give very different final state of the electron, the emission coefficient due to these two processes can be described
by very similar formula for the case of the hydrogenlike
atom in a local thermal equilibrium.31,32 However, even if a
local thermal equilibrium is attained in the present system,
the failure in the fitting to Planck’s formula means that the
optical thickness of the plasma is not enough for Kirchhoff’s
law to be applied.33 Therefore, it is fruitless to discuss the
emission spectra in a very quantitative way. Here, therefore,
we attempt to make a very rough estimation of the emission
coefficient as a function of the number densities of the ions
and electrons, and try to clarify whether these processes can
explain the continuous spectra observed in the present study.
The simplest process of radiative recombination is the
following type;
A ⫹ ⫹e→A⫹h  ,

共A2兲

where A ⫹ , A, and e denote ion, atom, and electron, respectively. The rate equation of this process should be
dn e
⫽⫺ ␣ n e n ⫹ ,
dt
⫹

共A3兲

where n e and n denote the electron and ion density, respectively, and ␣ is the recombination constant. In addition to
this simple recombination process, electron emission processes, such as Penning ionization, associative ionization or
impact ionization occur in the plasma, and hence, Eq. 共A2兲
seems to be too simplified. Nevertheless, Eq. 共A3兲 is useful
for the rough estimation in the present system, because free

ions eventually recombine with electron and those processes
which occur before the recombination can be effectively included into the phenomenological rate constant ␣ . Assuming
the absence of multiple charged ions and the local charge
neutrality condition, n e ⫽n ⫹ , the solution of Eq.共A3兲 becomes
1
ne
⫽
,
n 0 1⫹ ␣ n 0 t

共A4兲

where n 0 is electron density at t⫽0. The half-life of the free
electrons is, therefore, ( ␣ n 0 ) ⫺1 . The values of ␣ for several
ions listed in literature28,35 are all in the order of
10⫺12 cm3 s⫺1 at 300 K. From the simplest collision picture
␣ is proportional to collision frequency and to collision time,
the former is proportional to electron velocity, while the latter is inversely proportional to the electron velocity. This
means that ␣ is insensitive to the velocity and also to the
temperature in an equilibrium plasma. Actually, in a hydrogen plasma28,35 the order of ␣ does not change from 300 K to
4500 K. The present experiments show that the life time of
the continuous emission is in the order of 100 ns. If we
assume that the whole continuous emission is due to radiative recombination and that ␣ is 10⫺12 cm3 s⫺1 , the value of
n 0 is obtained to be ⬃1019 cm⫺3 . This is pretty high compared to that in the gas phase plasma usually observed by the
laser ablation. However, the value is still very small compared to the value of atom number density in condensed
phases, which is 1.1⫻1023 cm⫺3 for graphite and 1.0
⫻1023 cm⫺3 for water. By considering that the plasma is
strongly confined between the solid and liquid, and the
plume does not expand in contrast to the laser ablation in
vacuum, the above electron density obtained by the recombination model seems to be reasonable.
By including the effect of velocity distribution of electrons, the emission intensity for the electron–ion recombination of hydrogenlike ions as a function of light frequency,  ,
is given by31

⑀  ⫽Cn e n ⫹

C⫽

Z2
Te

1/2

冋

冉 冊册

1⫺exp ⫺

16 e 6
3c 3 共 6  m 3e k 兲 1/2共 4  ⑀ 0 兲 3

h
kT e

,

,

共A5兲

共A6兲

where T e , m e , e, and ⑀ 0 are electron temperature, the electron mass, the elementary charge, and the permittivity of the
vacuum, respectively, and Z the number of the ion charge.
Equation 共A6兲 is valid for the photon energy lower than the
ionization energy. Similarly, the emission intensity by the
free–free transition or the bremsstrahlung is given by

⑀  ⫽Cn e n ⫹

Z2
Te

1/2

冉 冊

exp ⫺

h
.
kT e

共A7兲

Equations 共A5兲 and 共A7兲 are closely related, i.e., the only
difference is the last factor including the exponential term.
For the case of kT e Ⰶh  the emission by the bremsstrahlung
is low and the recombination becomes dominant, while for
kT e Ⰷh  vice versa. In case that kT e ⬃1 eV both are in the
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same order in the optical range. In the following we estimate
the emission coefficient and compare it with the recombination constant, ␣ , discussed above.
The average energy, P, emitted per electron per unit time
is calculated by integrating Eqs. 共A5兲 and 共A7兲 with frequency and solid angle.33 For the free–free transition this
integration can be performed analytically. By neglecting
multiply charged ions, i.e., Z⫽1 and n e ⫽n ⫹ , we obtain
P⫽4 

冉冊

k
Cn e T e 1/2.
h

共A8兲

The average time required for one electron to lose (3/2)kT e
is

 rad⫽

共 3/2兲 kT e 共 3/2兲 hT e 1/2
⫽
.
P
4  Cn e

共A9兲

When T e and n e are measured in units of K and cm⫺3 , respectively, Eq. 共A9兲 becomes

 rad⫽1.45⫻1011

T e 1/2
.
ne

共A10兲

Assuming the electron temperature to be ⬃104 K and substituting  rad⬇10⫺7 s which is an approximate value obtained from the observed spectra, we get n e ⬇1020 cm⫺3 .
This agrees with the aforementioned simple two body recombination process with the electron velocity distribution
not taken into account. For the radiative recombination transition such calculation as Eqs. 共A8兲–共A10兲 is cumbersome,
because the validity of Eq. 共A5兲 is limited to the frequency
smaller than that corresponds to the ionization potential.
However, if we assume that the integration above the ionization energy is small and that kT e ⬇ionization energy, the
average energy emitted per electron per unit time due to the
recombination process becomes similar to Eq. 共A8兲. This
means that the bremsstrahlung and the electron–ion recombination occur in a similar time scale.
In conclusion, the reason we obtain the continuous broad
spectra is consistently explained by the electron ion recombination and/or the bremsstrahlung process. On the basis of
the above consideration the reason why this spectrum is
more prominent in the presence of liquid than solid surfaces
in a gaseous atmosphere seems to be straightforward. That is
the density of the surface laser-induced plasma is higher for
the case of immersing in a liquid, since the expansion of the
plasma is restricted by high density of the liquid and that the
plasma confined in a small region will result in higher efficiency of the recombination or the bremsstrahlung because
of the greater chance for an electron to encounter ions.
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